Projectors
Introducing LightStream™ Projectors

LightStream™ projectors integrate elegant styling with flowing lines that complement any décor – from the boardroom and classroom to the most sophisticated home theater. PortAll™, our new patented enclosed HDMI® connection compartment, lets users easily connect their favorite streaming media dongles, keeping them securely out of sight while streaming content wirelessly in beautiful SuperColor™ mode. LightStream’s exclusive new cable management hood seamlessly integrates onto the back of the projector, eliminating unsightly cable clutter, while the updated intuitive menu provides streamlined functionality for quick set up, every time.

> **Business**: Offering high-bright, high-performance, interactive, ultra short throw, short throw, and networkable projection solutions, ViewSonic boasts the most complete line of projectors ideal for the enterprise.

> **Home Entertainment**: With features such as Full HD 1080p, high brightness, HDMI connectivity, and 3D Blu-ray capabilities, ViewSonic projectors bring a stunning visual experience to any room in your home.

> **Education**: From K-12 classrooms, to college and university lecture halls, ViewSonic projectors can fit any of your school’s projection needs.

> **Portable**: ViewSonic’s PLED series of portable, palm-sized LED projectors are ideal for business travelers on the go.
With ViewSonic’s network-enabled projectors, educational users and large corporations can efficiently control and monitor an array of projectors across any campus or enterprise. In addition, IT admin can schedule and manage the projectors remotely from a single PC.

- Real-time, facility-wide AV control and monitoring
- Broadcast two-way communication between user and admin (e.g. teacher and IT) for troubleshooting help
- Emergency broadcast notification via closed captioning
- Low total cost of ownership: reduced maintenance costs, longer lamp life, reduced labor

**Networkable**

**Short Throw and Ultra Short Throw**

Deliver larger-than-life projection images in even the smallest of spaces. ViewSonic’s range of short throw and ultra short throw projectors deliver large, crisp images from less than two feet away, making them ideal for both educational and corporate users.

- Blinding lights, distracting shadows, or glaring hotspots are all eliminated because the projector is closer to the screen
- Perfect for small classrooms and meeting rooms
- Project large, stunning images from half the distance of a standard throw projector
**Interactive**

Equipped with an optional interactive kit that includes dual interactive pens and ViewDraw™ software, ViewSonic® interactive projectors allow two users to simultaneously annotate, write, or draw on the projected image. With interactive functionality, our projectors are ideal for collaborative learning in classroom environments, as well as engaging audiences in corporate settings.

- Transform nearly any surface into an interactive whiteboard
- Dual interactive pens allow two users to work simultaneously
- Interact with projected content for engaging presentations
- Ideal for classroom or boardroom collaboration

**Wireless**

Streaming content from a personal device has never been so easy. With a variety of wireless features and options, ViewSonic® projectors allow you to easily stream multimedia content from laptops, smartphones, or tablets—directly to a projector or external display—without any cables or wires.

- Wirelessly project images from up to four PCs via a wireless LAN display
- Wirelessly present content from Miracast-enabled mobile devices
- Wirelessly deliver Full HD content and audio with WiDi laptops
- Wirelessly display presentations from smartphones and tablets via a mobile app
- Wirelessly stream content from optional wireless HDMI dongles such as Google Chromecast™, Roku® Streaming Stick™, and Amazon Fire TV Stick™
For users that demand the best in image quality and detail, ViewSonic’s complete line of 1080p projectors deliver the clearest and sharpest picture quality. As the industry leader in Full HD 1080p projection, ViewSonic offers 1080p solutions ideal for vivid multimedia presentations and watching stunning high-definition movies. Our 1080p projectors are perfect for home entertainment, offices, classrooms, and commercial applications.

- **Home Cinema**: Our 1080p projectors include a number of features ideal for home theater use, including:
  - DarkChip3™ technology by Texas Instruments for the sharpest and clearest picture available
  - Lamp-free design with instant on/off functionality
  - Dual HDMI for easy connectivity to a variety of HD devices
  - Industry-leading warranty

- **Office/Classroom**: Our 1080p projectors benefit both businesses and schools by providing the following options:
  - Exceptional detail and high brightness for the best viewing experience
  - Filter-free design for virtually zero maintenance
  - Compact sizes and affordable prices
  - Industry-leading warranty

- **Commercial**: From large venues, auditoriums, houses of worship, and other commercial installations, our 1080p projectors will meet any professional installation need with the following features:
  - High brightness starting at 5000 lumens
  - High-performance video processors
  - Network management options
  - 1.5x optical zoom for installation flexibility